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INTRODUCTION

The reasons for this intense interest in wave generation are varied.
The applied mathematician has long been interested in the possible
instabilities at the interface of two con-currently flowing fluids-the
velocity of one greater than the other. Weil established mathe
mati cal models have been formulated for two dimensional, small
amplitude, regu/ar oscillatory disturbances but even with these
considerable restrictions the results obtained theoretically (particu
larly the mean air velocity needed to generate water waves) vary
from model to modal. One of the major difficulties in producing
a realistic model is that even at small wave amplitudes the steep
ness of the waves is considerable and an interaction between the
waves and air stream occurs with a consequent distortion of the
air velocity distribution.
These models and their merits will be discussed in the following
pages. It is evident, as one would expect, that the mathematician
is not particularly interested in the validity of his model-he is far
more concerned with the elegance of his solutions. However,
without this work others, such as engineers, would find it difficult
to produce viable solutions to their problems.
The engineer has to know the forces exerted by waves on his
structures in the ocean, on the surface of the sea, underwater and
on the shoreline. These sea waves can produce undesirable
effects in harbours whilst the inshore breaking wave is probably
the biggest menace of ail. The effects of waves on ships and on
the stabilizing devices introduced into them is of great importance
in ship design. Dri[ling rigs on the continental shelf are parti cu
larly subject to potentially dangerous wave-action. The hydrofoil
craf! is susceptible to certain sea states and the Air-Cushion
Vehicle must be designed to operate with minimum wave inter
ference. In ail these instances and many others the engineer is
interested in the effects of waves on his structures but as an
essential preliminary to the determination of the forces exerted by
the sea he must posses an understanding of the generative
mechan;sm that produces waves.
The military strategist was largely responsible for the birth of sys
tematised wave-forcasling of sea states which is a parallel and
over-Iapping branch of Oceanography. During the Second World
War the success of an assau[t on an enemy held beach depended
initially on the wave conditions on the beach. Sverdrup and Munk
produced, under great pressure, the first forecasting theories to
assist in the prediction of sea-states at these beaches. Many
allied soldiers owe their lives to the work of these two oeano
graphers.
The oceanographer has a prime interest in the successful outcome
of wave generation studies as the conditions he studies may be
due to and are affected by wave action. His associate, the natu-
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ra[ist, a[so finds his studies affected by waves. With ail these
people and others interested in the subject, it is not surprising
that so much interest has been displayed and so many theories
propounded. Yet despite these theories it is still not evident which
effects predominate in the generation of water waves.

1. THE URSELL REVIEW

ln 1956 Ursel[' reviewed the state-of-knowledge. The fi l'st major
attempts were due to Kelvin and Helmholtz who considered the
instability of the interface of two inviscid f[uids perturbed by a
uniform wave train. Theil' major result was an unrealislic value for
the wind velocity needed to initiate water waves since they assum
ed shear forces predominated at ail times. Theil' analysis however
provide results that are in close agreement with those obtained
irom experiments on viscous fluids. Lock and VVuest introduced
viscous terms into a similar ana[ysis considering the restricted
instance of laminaI' ve[ocity profiles.
Jeffreys extended these analyses but considered turbulent air ve[o
city profiles developing his famous sheltering hypothesis (with the
attendant sheltering coefficients) examining the pressure decrease
across a wave crest in the direction of motion. There was conside
rable controversy regarding this hypothesis as experiments on fixed
models (conducted by Stanton, Motzfeld and Thissjee) did Ilot
agree with Jeffreys suggested results. This discrepancy was later
explained by Brooke-Benjamin and the theory extended are reva
lidated by Miles, who ca[culated amplification factors and deter
mined the effects of different wave profiles on these factors.
Ursell then reviewed the forecasting theories beginning with those
of Sverdrup and Munk who assume that the wind energy is trans
ferred to the waves and idealize the sea to a single wave train
with a 'significant wave height.' This theory and supposition is
reviewed in considerable detail by Kinsman and was extended by
Neumann and Pierson and othe l'S. The early recognition of the
importance of using statistical properties of the waves and the
technique of Spectral Analysis is a significant aspect of this work
One of the earliest statistical analyses is due to Eckart who cal
culated the order of magnitude of the r.m.s. value of the pressure
at the centre of a storm area. He assumed a stochastic but order
Iy ensemble of gusts. However the calculated energy transfer is
less than that needed to produce an actual sea state.
One important work of this type and period by Longuet-Higgins
(1952) was not reviewed by Ursell. This is one of the earliest
published analytical uses of Spectral Analysis in wave studies.
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(2)U (y) = Uo + UI ln (Y/Yo)

coefficient of the natural logarithm of the assumed air velocity
profile:

He assumed that the surface elevation of the sea could be repre
sented by the Fourier Integral :

where w and cp are nondimensional forms of velocity and stream
function. Using this and integrating the Orr-Sommerfeld equation,

where a and w refer to air and water.
Miles then derived the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for the air f10w
from a consideration of the linearly perturbed form of the equat,ons
of motion:

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)Wc = 0

a. + i~ = Wo (cp'o-w'o)

~ = -JI: 1 qJc 12 (w"jw'cl

(U - c) '!Jyy - [k2 (U - c) + Uyy] '!J = 0

This is the first important result obtained by Miles and indicates
that the energy translerred Irom the air to the water is proportionai
ta the curvature 01 the ve/ocity prolile at the critica/ height and
that this transler is positive when the s/ope 01 the prolile is nega
tive.
Through further analysis and assumptions he determined ~ for
certain limiting conditions and hence Ça' Then, equating Ça and Çw
obtains the minimum wind speed ta produce waves. It is this final
item of analys,s that appears somewhat doubllul and ,s onlY valid
under limiting conditions. The minimum wind velocity thus ob
tained is approximately 90 cms/sec of 2 mph and is probably as
realistic a figure as one would expect beanng in mind the prev,ous
remarks on this subject. One point that should be born in m,nd is
that this value is in close agreement with the practical values
obtained by Hanratty, whose experiments (described later) must be
considered however to be somewhat unusual as he is concerned
with very small films of liquid in a channel only lin. high. One
would expect that surface tension would play a predominant l'ole
in these experiments which produce results correlating very weil
with Miles' who although not including surface tension effects in
his equatlons (as Philllps) does consider the laminar dissipation of
energy. Evidently more resulls are needed in larger flumes indicat
ing, under carefully controlled conditions, the wind velocity at
which visible waves appear. It would be interesting to compare
these results with those obtained by Francis, Keulegan et al. Keu
legan for instance did not observe waves at wind velocities less
than 3-4 meters pel' second (3 ta 4 times Miles'value) and when a
detergent was added to the water the wind velocity was raised to
12 m. pel' sec. before waves appeared. These results imply that
surface tension effects cannot be ignored but it is likely that this
increase in velocity is not entirely due ta the reduction in surface
tension and may weil be influenced by surface chemistry. It is
only too evident that much more work is needed to clarity this
point.
Finally, considering tangential shear stresses, using an approximate
expression for the energy spectrum of a fully developed sea and
making various assumptions Miles obtained an expression for a
sheltering coefficient ~m (similar to Jeffreys') which compares in
order of magnitude with that obtained by Cox and Munk. Whether
this is sufficient vindication of the validity of this theoretical ap
proach is not apparent as the effect on any forecasting system of
a change in ~m' which may be of the order of several unities, is
not considered. However these results are important in that they
indicate the existence of sheltering effects.
The great restrictions ta this work are the assumptions of small
amplitude regular waves and the linearisation of the equations with
no account taken of viscosity. Further Miles' assumption of a
logarithmic air velocity profile is at variance with the work of later
investigator. Whilst admiring the ingenuity of the author and his
contribution to the subject it must be realized that the mathematical
model is so greatly simplified that its practical use is somewhat
limited.
The existance of a critical layer is a weil established concept in
terms of energy transfer from the wind to the water surface. In

where y is a the distance from datum in the vertical direction and
the suffix 0 refers to conditions at the lower bound of the veloc,ty
profile. The major portion of the paper is therefore devoted to a
determinat,on of ~ and a relaled parameter ~ - a negatlve damplng
ratio. It is shawn that:

where U is the air velocity at a distance y above datum, '!J is the
stream function and the suffi ces ind,cate dlfferentiation. The
omission of the viscous terms leads ta a singularity al a critical
height Yc' defined by U (Yc) = c the wave veloclty conditions at this
level belng generally indicated by a suffix c.
From the perturbed equations of motion and equation (4) the
following result can be obtained:

(1)

P(a) = ~exp(-a2)
mo mo

where mo2 ='~2 and assuming a narrow bend spectrum he deter

mined values of al/Pla. Here, il is the mean amplitude and al/p
is the mean amplitude of the highest waves which form a fraction
of the total number equal to 1/p. The value of 2 a1/p is referred
to as the signilicant height H1/p of the waves and Sverdrup and
Munk use a value of p = 3. Kinsman is most scathing about the
use of the term significant height whilst pOlnting out that despite
the limitations of the theories of Sverdrup and Munk they weil
deserve their position of historical importance. The work of
Longuet-Higgins is therefore important in that it was one of the
first applicatIOns of stationary l'andom process theory ta wave
studies. He also extended his work to the probability distribution
of wave amplitudes and the ratio of the expectation of the maxi
mum wave amplitude ta the mean wave amplitude. Comparing
the results with the actual sea states recorded by Munk, Sewell,
and Putz and Wiegel he obtained very good agreement with a
minimum of added assumptions. These results are somewhat
limited in value but their very high correlation with practical results
is in distinct contrast with the comparisons made by Phillips (1957)
and Miles (1957) which are based on a senes of somewhat doubt
fui additional assumptions.
Returning ta Ursell's review, he continues by mentioning the fore
casting work of Darbyshire and Cox and Munk.
He then examines the experimental work of Stanton, Wuest, Wein
blum, Francis, Keulegan, VanDorn and Roll. The most important
facts to emerge from these experiments were the effect of dust
and detergents on the air velocity required ta initiate waves, the
effects of the surface roughness due to the presence of small
capillary waves on the growth of larger waves and Roll's very
important investigations on large ponds subjected to natural wind
action. This work is extensively quoted by later workers. Francis'
work using ail instead of water produced some unusual results and
there is still some controversy regarding the exact meaning of his
experimental observations. A comparison of his work with Han
ratty's would be fruitful.
Ursell then discusses and discounts the possibility of a minimum
wind velocity needed ta initiate waves. He contends that in any
air stream the normal turbulence and the associated pressure
fluctuations can cause waves to form although they may be too
small ta be seen by the naked eye. This is a similar supposition
to that employed by Phillips (1957) but the full problem is not
usually discussed. A pressure system may cause waves ta form
but the viscous forces in the fluid may damp them out befon:!
they have a chance to grow. It is likely that there is some mini
mum wind velocity associated with the local turbulence level that
is needed ta initiate wave formation and, at least, ta maintain
these waves against dissipative forces.
Finally Ursell provides a most important discussion of the relative
roughness of a sea surface due to the presence of ripples and
larger waves and the effect of this roughness on the wind velocity
profile. He concludes that the usual over-Iand logarithmic profiles
can be employed but this point is questioned by Kinsman (p. 582)
quoting the work of Stewart.

2. LlNEAR PERTURBATION THEORIES OF MILES
AND BROOKE·BENJAMIN

Then using the Rayleigh probability distribution for the wave ampli
tude a:

The primary object of Miles' (1957) work was the prediction of the
rate of energy transfer from an inviscid air flow to an irrotational
inviscid fluid with an initial sinusoidal disturbance of prescribed
wave length and speed of propagation. This work formed a
logical extension ta that of Wuest, Lock and Jeffreys. It was
assumed that the water disturbance produced a complex aero
dynamic pressure distribution:

where (a. + i~) represents a dimensionless pressure coefficient and
~ is a measure of the energy supplied ta the waves since it is the
imaginary part of Pa' The wave number is k and the surface eleva
tion is represented by '!J. UI is a reference velocity defined as the
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where the dimensionless response factor

It can be shown that r is a maximum when VI = V2 i.e. when :

r = f (VI. V2) and VI = nIt = 'Xt Ut cos a
V2 = n2t = (g'X + T'X'!/Q)1/2 t

(13)

(12)

(11)

(10)

2 Jt'X2lI ('X. 0) t
'1' (a) =---------

Q2U c cos a [g - (T'X2/Q)]

Uc cos cc = (g/'X + T'X3/Q)1/2 = C ('X)

or in words-the largest response of the water is to those com
ponents of the air pressure fluctuations whose frequency is in
phase with the free surface waves of the same wave number.
convected with a velocity equal to the propagation velocity of the
free surface waves.
This is a most important result in that it ties together the air and
water movements. demonstrating that waves can be developed by
a resonant mechanism in the 'Initial Stage'. i.e. early stages of
their development. Substitution for r in equation (11) results in an
energy spectrum proportional to t2 and hence in the 'Initial stage'
the amplitudes of the wave components grow linearly with time.
Further analysis indicates that two types of waves can be generated
under these conditions. capillaries and gravity waves and the dif
ference in wave length decreases as the angle between the wind
direction and wave direction increases. Finally at some critical
angle a"" the two wave lengths coincide indicating that at greater
angles the resonant waves cannot exist.
Again extending the analysis and determining a directional distri
bution function of wave amplitude:

is the frequency of free surface waves of wave iength 2 rrj./. and

dw (1) is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the pressure distribution
p (x. t).

Equation 8 is solved assuming first that dO) ('X. t) is constant. (the
time from t = 0 is smali) i.e.

a uni-directional sinusoidal wave field one would expect noticeable
defects in the wind velocity profiles at a height corresponding to
the critical height. but in prototype conditions with a band of wave
frequencies present and wave propagation at angles to the mean
wind direction. the critical layer effects will obviously be dispersed
and the resulting wind velocity distribution would not show marked
defects at any particular height. The effects of parti cie motion
within the wave surface and the corresponding dynamic boundary
condition at the surface will lead to an extremely complex wind
velocity profile structure. There is an outstanding need for further
measurements of wind velocity profiles above the water surface
in prototype conditions.
Brooke-Benjamin (1959) showed that for a fluid interface the abso
lute and relative magnitude of the shearing and normal stresses
depended to a considerable extent on the velocity profile selected
for the air flow. This is a point against Miles choice of the loga
rithmic velocity profile for the reasons al ready stated. The reason
that the air velocity profiles over the sea differ from those over
the land may be due to the sea acting as a continuous energy 'sink.'
Further. account must be taken of the total effect of the 'feed-back'
from the wave to the wind and back to the wave again continuously
until some stable wind profile and wave profile are reached.
Unfortunately Brooke-Benjamin did not carry out any numerical
comparison of the relative magnitudes of the energy transfers due
to the normal pressures and the tangential shear stresses. From
a physical consideration of the problem one would expect the
shear stress to be the most important effect at early stages of wave
growth with the pressure and sheltering effects becoming more
important at later stages. Brooke Benjamin determined the shel
tering coefficient in two parts S = SI + s2 where SI is the shelter
ing effect due to the presence of the critical layer and s2 due to
boundary friction effects.
One very minor point but of great interest to the more practically
minded scientist is Brook-Benjamin's obvious relish and feeling
adventurousness in assuming a laminar flow at very high Reynold's
numbers. This is. of course. an assumption so frequently used in
practice that the implications are often forgotten and it is a salu
tary experience to be reminded that what is termed in practice a
mean value turbulent velocity flow profile is to the applied mathe
matician a laminar flow profile at high Reynold's numbers.

Phillips shows that the wave pattern is more pronounced at the
angle a er than in the direction a = O. Further. as the mean
velocity increases a er increases and Roll's work would appear to
substantiate these predictions.
Equation 8 is then solved assuming that the changes in pressure
fluctuations cannot be ignored but that the infinitesimal wave theory
can still be used. The resulting wave energy spectrum:

is now a linear function of time. The function 0 ('X. V) is an inte
gral time scale for the wave number 'X and V is the compone nt of
velocity of a reference frame moving with velocity V.
Then. assuming that 0 ('X. V) is the reciprocal of the length scale 'X
multiplied by the relative speed of the convected pressure fluctua
tions and waves and that Ue = c ('X)/cos cc and substituting g'X
for n22 the previous equation can be reduced to

3. THE RANDOM VIBRATION APPROACH OF O.M.
PHILLIPS (1957)

Il is a difficult task to review this paper at ail adequately in a short
space. The author applies a technique slmilar to that used by
Longuet-Higgins but in a much more sophisticated form in an
attempt to predict the initiation and the rate of growth of water
waves. He considered a turbulent wind which started to blow at
some instant over an Infinite sheet of deep inviscid fluid originally
at rest. Pressure variations occur throughout the air stream due
to the eddies and gusts and considering the pressure variation as
a stationary. random function of space and time it can be repre
sented by a pressure spectrum II (k. t) where k refers to Fourier
components of different wave numbers. The stress pattern due to
the pressure fluctuations evolves as it travels and two times of
development are considered-a very short period where the stress
pattern can be considered invariant and other much later times
when the stress pattern is changing but the linear wave theory
still applies.

The surface elevation ~ (x. t) of the fluid can be considered as a
function of space and time and the Fourier-Stieltjes integral can be
defined as:

(14)

(15)

Q

where the dashes indicate differentiation and:

(8)

that is. the mean of the square of the surface elevation is a func
tion of convection velocity Ue of the pressure fluctuations and the
mean of the square of the magnitude of these fluctuations.
Finally using further assumptions and drawing on practical observa
tions Phillips calculates H1/P (the significant height 2 a1/'! of Lon
guet-Higgins) for various time intervals and these results are in
close agreement with actually observed sea states. However
Phillips has since indicated that one of his assumptions is some
what in error and in consequence the results are much less realis
tic. One of the most restrictive assumptions in this analysis and
of the others already mentioned is that the disturbance created in
the air flow as the water waves form and grow has no appreciable
effect. However it is likely that this type of approach will eventually
provide the most realistic modal. It also indicates that by taking
carefully chosen data almost any theory can be 'proved' and there
fore independent and careful experimentation is needed for verifi
cation. One of the important factors in considering Phillips work
is that a knowledge of the air pressure fluctuation spectrum in the
turbulent air stream is needed.

(9)

(7)~ (x. t) = (dA ('X.t) eil',"

and from this the elevation spectrum 'l' ('X. t) can be defined.
Using these two spectra (pressure and elevation) and the basic
equations of irrotational surface wave motion (including the surface
tension term T) a differential equation for the growth of each
component of the surface elevation can be obtained involving the
Fourier Stieltjes transform of the pressure distribution. dO) ('X. t):

which represents the frequency of a component (wave number 'X)
of the pressure fluctuations moving in a direction a to the main
wind stream, also,

'X
dA" ('X, t) - 2 inldA' ('X. t) - (n12 - n22) dA ('X. t) = - dO) ('X. t)
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4. EXTENSiONS TO MILES AND PHILLIPS LlNEAR
THEORIES

Miles then obtained (1959, a) a more accu rate solution to his
previous equations and included the dominant viscous term in the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation but this resulted in only a small change
in the energy transfer. In a further work (1959, b) he assumed an
aerodynamic pressure distribution in phase with the surface displa
cement (previously in phase with the surface slope) which is an
analysis similar to that of Kelvin, Miles concludes that this mecha
nism has Iittle effect on wave growth, Le. causes little energy
transfer to the waves excepting the use of a highly viscous lower
fluid, a statement substantiated by Francis' experimental work.
Subsequently Miles (1960) combined his analysis with Phillips' to
obtaln a spectrum of surface elevation as a function of time a
damping coefficient (a measure of energy exchange) and a surf~ce
pressure spectrum. The most important result 01 his work is his
statement that in the later stages the wave growth is exponential.
This result has yet to be verified experimentally but from practical
observation it would appear to be correct. Further for times less
than a critical time of wind duration blowing te 0= [~kc (k)r1, the
growth rate IS Iinear as determined by Phillips in his principle
stage. Phillips also noted that for an air motion starting from
rest te is independent of the turbulent pressure spectrum.
Lighthill produced a most interesting report which purported to
provide a simple physical explanation of Miles' mathematical model
using the concept of vortex force. We are indebted however t~
Kinsman for an Interpretation of Lighthill's work although whether
this is a valid explanation or not is another matter. Its validity
depends upon the existence of the critical layer which has still to
be proved. This explanation will not therefore be dealt with in any
further detai!.
According to these models, therefore wave growth should be propor
tional to t1/ 2 in its very early stages, Iinear in Phillips principal stage
followed by a transition to an exponential growth rate. This will
pers:sts until non-Iinear effects predominate and may even continue
in this regime for a while. The final growth rate still has to be
determined but qualitative experiments would appear to substan
tiate these growth rates in essence if not in fact.
Miles also (1960, b) examines the stability of a thin film of liquid
subjected to shear forces due to parallel f10w of a lighter fluid.
Assuming a linear mean velocity profile he determines theoretically
the values of Reynolds number (203) and Weber number (3) for the
surface of the film to become unstable. As Miles notes however
the conditions were not established that determined whether the
instability dominates that due to the energy transfer from the upper
fluid. Hanratty attempts a verification of this theory through his
experimental work.
It is obvious that exponential growth cannot continue indefinitely
and that eventually non-linear effects will predominate and wave
breaking will occur. Phillips 1958 applied a dimensional analysis
to this stage of wind wave interaction, assuming that surface
tension and viscosity effects could be ignored, and that the Iimit
ing stability is a function of Qn' Q,e' U and g.
Considering that Qa/QII' is constant under normal conditions and
that U', the friction velocity, only affects the rate of growth to
instability, Phillips obtains expression for the frequency and wave
number spectra:

11J (k) = 1 (0) k- 4

respectively where (1. is a constant and 0 is the angle between
the mean wind direction and the direction of the wave number k.
This is of considerable interest and from an examination of consi
derable numbers of ocean spectra Phillips, Burling, Hanratty,
Hidy and Plate ail confirm the exponents in these equations and
Phillips arrives at a value of (J. = 7.4 X 10-3.
ln 1962 (a) Miles largely recapitulates Brooke-Benjamin's work
concerning the energy transfer through the viscous Reynold's stress
close to the water surface and in particular is concerned with the
formation of short gravity waves by this mechanism. He considers
that the Phillip's resonance mechanism is not likely to produce
these waves as the pressure fluctuations needed for their formation
are too weak and convected downstream too rapidly.
He considers a slightly viscous, relatively shallow fluid with a
regular surface wave train produced by positive pressures and
tangential stresses due to a second low density co-currently flow
ing fluid. He then obtains the two-dimensional equations of
motion and determines the surface shear stress as previously
obtained by Brooke Benjamin. From these results the complex
wave speed is obtained, composed of two terms, one correspond
ing to free-surface waves damped by viscous stresses at the two
lower fluid boundaries and the other correspond to Tollmien
Schlichting waves in the air associated with small perturbation
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of the basic shear flow of the upper Iiquid. These waves are
relatively independent except at certain values of mean air-flow
when some form of resonant interaction appears Iikely and it would
appear possible that the waves will actually be damped. This
effect has not yet been described in any publication.
Miles also considers the growth of waves due to viscous shear
stresses in this paper and concludes that this mechanism may be
of considerable importance in the generation of short waves. Fur
ther, (1962, b) he produces a short but extremely valuable literature
survey of the theoretical analyses relating to wind generated waves.

5. MOMENTUM TRAN5FER THEORIES

Stewart (1961) adopts a concise and unusual approach to the pro
blem using the results of Groen & Dorrestein and Ellison who
have used much of the wave data published prior to 1957 to obtain
average wave properties in terms of wind duration t and wind
speed U. Stewart quotes an expression relating the wave momen
tum per unit area M ot the wave energy per unit area E assuming
this remains constant irrespective of the spectral density of the
wavelengths. He thus obtains values of M and devides this by t
the wind duration. For each velocity U the value of Mit increases
to a maximum at some considerable value of t (several hours) and
then decreases slightly with t. Here it is worth noting that he
does not consider any changes in the mean value of U which
must have occurred. He then equates MltU2 to a drag coefficient
CID with an average value of 2 x 10-.1. From the results of Ellison
the total wave drag CD is approximately 10 X 10-4 and therefore
the wave drag CDw plays a not inconsiderable part and it is in
ferred (not entirely logically) that the majority of momentum is
transferred by wave drag.
He again appears to be highly concerned with the question of the
transfer of energy through the critical layer and states that because
the transfer of momentum to a Iiquid must act as an energy sink,
the mechanism of transfer differs considerably from the mechanism
by which energy is expended at a solid surface, Le., the mean
shear of a turbulent wind is less over water waves than over a
solid boundary. The assumption of this latter mechanism in the
case of wave action is likely to produce erroneous estimates of
tempe rature and humidity gradients close to the boundary. This
ties-in with the work of Kinsman who shows that the air-velocity
profiles over water are not the same as those over land.
Miles (1965) expands Stewarts work and explains that as a direct
corollary there must be a reduction in profile curvature (w'nd
velocity profile) and also of the Reynold's stress responsible for
the momentum transfer. He determines the changes induced in a
turbulent wind profile in terms of the wave slope spectrum. Then
assuming a Neumann spectrum Miles demonstrates that the change
in the air velocity profile due to the momentum transfer from the
wind to the waves is small for typical wind speeds.

6. Each of these theories has its proponent but it does not appear
Iikely that anyone is in itself correct. Miles has indicated' that
he himself doubts the validity of his earlier theories when attempt
ing to apply them to actual sea states but suggests that they might
weil apply to wave generation on very thin liquid films. There is
no doubt that the full solution has not (and may never) been
obtained. These earlier theories however are of great value in
that they indicate at least the limitations of the models used and
may provide the solutions to problems not as yet recognised as
such.
Considerable experimental data is required taken on actual sea
states and Cox has suggested that one of the first important
essays should involve the determination of the evolution of pres
sure spectra as the pressure pattern progresses down wind. It
would be of the greatest value to have measurements from at least
one but preferably an array of fixed platforms weil-out to sea and
with a reasonable fetch in ail directions. From this point of view
Snyder's results are most important.

7. NON-LiNEAR iNTERACTION THEORIES

The preceding notes describe Iinear approximations to the basic
hydrodynamic equations of wind generated waves with assumptions
that would be expected, a priori, to be most restrictive. The fact
that this and similar work and extensions due to the wave-fore
casters provides results that are in moderate agreement with those
obtained from actual sea states indicates that although evidently a
non-Iinear phenomenon (few natural occurences are anything else)

• Personal communication.
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the non-lineararity is not in general of great moment. However
it does eXlst and a brief review of the theones of energy transler
from one Fourier component to another are consldered a necessary
addition to this review. For a more complete and most articulate
analysls, reference should be made to Klnsman (pp. 587 and seq)
who has summanzed these theones and a conSiderable amount of
the wave generalion Iiterature. HIS book will be discussed at the
end of this revlew.
The first analysis due to Tick is based on a simple perturbation
of the slmplified equations for the dynamic and kinematic boundary
conditions to arrive at a differential second order equatlon involv
ing the velocity potential cp at the surface, i.e., Z = O. He thus
deœrmines that the velocity potential:

and the surface elevation:

11 = 111 + '112

where the suffix 1 refers to the usual linear solution and suffix 2
to the second order terms. <p is then expressed in terms of a
general,zed Fourier transfornl and cPl and <Pz are determined and
hence 111 and '112. Then from an energy covanance function:

H (.) = 'V (l, k) 'V (1 + " x)

the quadratic part of the energy spectrum can be determined
<1>2 (a). Tick has calculated these values for a number of frequen
cies a which therefore must be regarded as second order corlec
tions to the energy spectrum. He assumed the linear spectrum:

<1> (a) =1.8 x 10·l a-6

The major effect is to produce a weak second peak in the energy
spectrum at a frequency approximately twice the frequency corres
pond,ng to maximum energy. Hidy and Plate's experiments would
appear to indicate this second peak but it is very small indeed
in their experimentally determined spectra.
Kinsman next considers the Phillips (1960, a and 1961, a) resonant
interaction analysis (but as presented by Longuet-Higgins 1962) the
Hasselman theory and the McGoldrick theory. These should be
considered as a whole as one leads to the other.
Phillips considers resonant non-Iinear interactions, on the surface
of deep water, between the Fourier components of three inter
secting surface wave trains. These interactions can produce a
modification of the ocean-wave spectra. As in his 1957 paper
Phillips begins with a Fourier-Stieltjes representation of the surface
elevation, and the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions,
expressing the second of these conditions in terms of Fourier
Stieltjes transforms retaining terms of the third order. Then the
terms in this equation which contain only one integral represent
second order interactions and double integrals represent third
order interactions. Then assuming an undisturbed air stream
[dû) (k, 1) = 0] he considers these interactions separately applying
the usual perturbation techniques to the main equation. Two
second order interactions are obtained, the first bounded in time
(transferring weak pulses of energy) and small in magnitude and
the second representing a wave component whose amplitude in
creases with time or represents a continuous transfer of potential
energy from one component of the spectrum to another. He
obtains the condition for this continuo us transfer, i.e., the perturba
tion term for a certain wave-number should have a frequency
equal to that of free infinitesimal surface waves of the same
wave number, when a resonance occurs. However his analysis
shows that this second mechanism cannot occur in the second
order interactions.
When considering third order interactions however (tertiary wave
components) there are certain wave number conditions which
will allow the resonant action to take place and the amplitudes
of the tertiary components grow linearly with time. This growth
rate is of the order of the product of the geometric mean nf the
primary wave slopes and the period of the tertiary wave raised
to the exponent - 2. He also considers the special case of the
Stokes wave and produced the now, well-known Phillip's resonance
loop. This represents a relationship between two wave numbers
and frequencies. For a given wave number k1 there is only one
other wave number kz that will permit a resonant interaction and
this other wave number must lie on the resonance loop.
Hasselmann (1961, 1962) extended Phillips work on two interacting
wave trains to fifth order terms in order that realistic continuous
spectra could be considered. He obtains an expression for the
rate of change of the energy spectrum with respect to time as a
function of two separate and complex integrals. The first of these
represents the energy gained by a wave component and the second
the energy lost; both as a result of quadruple interactions. Fur
ther, this energy transfer tends to flatten sharp peaks in the energy
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spectrum, which then tend in a practical sea state to a white
isotroplc spectrum. As noted by Kmsman; 'so long as the wind is
actlvely generatmg waves, some wave numbers, usually the lower
ones are ravoured, and energy accumulates there. Funher, energy
transrerred to the hlgh wave numbers IS more effectlvelY dramed
by loss to the turbulent motion. Thus for the steady condition of
the sea we have a 'cascade' structUre for the spectrum slmllar
to that found in turbulence. Most of the energy IS located at low
wave numbers, most of the dram from the system is located at
high wave numbers, and between is an equll,bnum range main
talOed by an energy flux from the low toward the hlgh numbers.
The strik,ng d,fterence is that the non-lineanty does not begln to
appear unlll th,rd order terms are consldered, so that the erfect
is rar weaker for waves than it is for turbulence. While the sea
is still develop,ng, the energy maximum IS located at hlgher
wave numbers than it is when the sea IS fully aroused. It is thus
pOSSible that in the early stages of development !here may be an
appreclable flux of energy in the opposite direction from higher
to lower wave numbers.'
McGoldrick (1964) tnes an alternative line of attack which pru
duces some imerestmg results. He uses an analysis similar to
that of Longuet-Hlgglns but includes surrace tension and, later, the
effects of VISCOSlty.
With the inclusion of surface tension effects and considering his
waves in bundles of three (tnads of waves) he ShOWS that a reso
nant eftect can be produced uSlng only second order terms.
Funher he offsets Miles' cntlcisms of Phillips work by showing
that apart from the alr-water resonance of PhJlllps a wave to wave
resonance can occur which will allow one new wave to grow at
the expense of the other waves. This it is believed will account
for the occaslonally growlng long cresled waves that are observed.
McGoldr,ck flrst of ail conslders two wave componems whlch will
interact to produce a third, and the three he terms a Iriad, restnct
ing the analysls to capillary-gravllY waves. He then recapltulates
Longuet-Hlgglns' and Phlll,ps (1957) theones us,ng the basIc
combmed boundary equatlon and expand,ng it in a Taylor expan
sion retam,ng prlmary and quadratlc terms only, i.e., the equalion
is then correct to second order. In this equation he elllers the
velocity potentlal<p and surface elevation '11 expanded in Founer
senes and slmilarly wlth the kinematic boundary condition on its
own. From these equations and his onglOal expressions which
l'Ire the conditions for resonance he eventually deiermines the
conditions necessary for one wave in the tnad to grow at the
expense of the others with the not too restrictive assumption that
the tnad of wave componenis consldered are slowly varylOg func
tions of time. Integrating this result be obtalns expressions
which represent a per,odic transfer of energy between the compo
nents of the triad and thus if a wind eXCites two sets of waves
growing linearly wlth time as shown by Phillips, both moving
at the same angle to the wind but in opposite directions, then
these wave trains can interact and by a resonant wave-wave inter
action produce large straight crested waves movillg in the direc
tion of the wind.
Longuet-Higgins (1963, a) in another non-linear treatment considers
the formation of and transfer of energy to capillary waves, on the
forward face of gravity waves, from those large waves which are
near to breaking where the crest steepness causes a perturbation.
These capillary waves, each of which usually dies out in less than
a wave-Iengths travel of the grsvity waves extract energy from the
main waves and this damping can be greater than that due to
viscosity. Hence this effect is of considerable interest to oceano
graphers. Longuet-Higgins' comparison of his theoretical results
with the experiments of Cox show some agreement and also some
evidently limiting boundaries-expressed in terms of a non-di men
sional coefficient.
There is evidently scope for more work here and also it would
be usefu·1 to have a comparison between theory andexperiment
for maximum capillary amplitudes. Il would further be interesting
to see in what measure these capillaries would affect the air-flow
profile and thus possibly change the rate of energy transfer from
the wind to the main wave.
Phillips in the same volume analyses the attenuation of long
gravity waves by short breaking waves again a matter of concern
in wave-forecasting. Brooke-Benjamin also in this volume extends
his work on flows over flexible surfaces.
Again in 1963, b Longuet-Higgins investigates non-Iinear effects
on the statistical distributions of sea waves and compares his
findings with the experimental results of Kinsman, Burling, Birkhoff
and Kotik and Cox and Munk. To a first approximation he con
siders that the statistical distributions of such properlies as surface
elevation of a random sea are Gaussian. In higher approximations
this is not correct and other distributions have to be employed.
ln general Longuet-Higgins' theoretical predictions relating to
power spectra are confirmed by comparison with the experimental
results. Another of his papers (with Stewart) on a similar topic
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concerns the changes in form and energy of short gravity waves
superimposed on much longer waves. These waves tend to
steepen at the crests of the long waves and to become flatter in
the troughs.
Another work on non-linear interactions is due to Binney who used
a slightly different perturbation technique to Miles and Phillips and
showed that a modification to the linear wave speed of individual
modes is dependent on ail the modes present.
Finally in 1963 Hasselmann continued his original work on non
linear interactions considering the evaluation of the energy flux
and sea-swell interaction for a Neumann spectrum. He determines
that the high and low frequency peaks gain energy from the inter
mediate frequencies, but in addition the second peak gains energy
from the primary although this is more than balanced by the rate
of gain of energy of the peak from the internai frequency. The
transfer of energy to waves travelling at a large angle to the
direction of propagation is small. Further when considering a
swell from a distant storm passing through an area of generation
the swell only noticably decays due to non-Iinear interaction if the
swell and local frequencies are very close to one another.
These theories are ail of great interest and there is no doubt that
second order interactions do occur with the transfer of energy
from one type of wave to another and the mechanism of transfer
depends on the stage in the development of the waves. However,
which of these mathematical modes is that most closely represent
ing actual conditions is not obvious and it is likely that ail have
some merit at a particular stage in wave growth and wave form.
The degree of representation depend upon the rightness or wrong
ness of the decision to ignore certain terms and include others.
There is no doubt that a much greater body of realistic, sytematic
and useful practical data is required to check on these and the
more elementary theories.

8. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Ursell has described the earlier experimental work and this will
not be repeated except to note the names of the most important
contributors (Keulegan, Francis, Motzfeld, Van Dorn, Thissje, Johnson
and Rice, Helstrom and Sibul.) and to refer to their work where
necessary. Ursell did not include the work of Hamada et al. who
used a wind-water channel 13.20 x 0.6 x 0.85 metres high with
a water depth of 30 cms. At this depth it can be assumed that
'deep water waves' have been generated. There is no mention of
the wind speed at which waves were first noticed but the lowest
mean velocity used is approximately 400 cms. per sec. This lower
limit however is probably set by the mechanical limitations of the
equipment.
Air velocity profiles were measured at four stations on the channel
centre-Ii ne. The static wall pressures p were also determined and
hence a value of the surface shear stress is obtained from the
momentum equation:

[
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where y", is the vertir.al heiqht above the mean water surface
where (J.ulu.x is zero. Following from this a tangential shear stress
coefficient u.2 is derlved:

where the channel centre line coincides with the x axis and U",a.T
is the maximum air velocity at the station. The shear stress u.2 at
the downstream station increases as UJI1("" increases from 0.002
to 0.005 whereas from actual ocean records Rossby assumes a
constant value of 0.0026. For this range of shear stress the
'significant wave height' (mean amplitude of that third of the num
ber of waves with the greatest amplitude) divided by the mean
water depth varies from 0.04 to 012. The relationship between
the significant wave height and mean wave height is shown to be
similar to that obtained by Sewell and Putz from oceanographic
records.
The measured wave velocities c showed considerable scatter but
when plotted against wave period the results tended towards the
classical deepwater relationship. The authors ascribe the scatter
to surface drift but the random nature of the results would appear
to indicate some other cause. This might weil be the inadequacy
of the measuring techniques since the waves were stoo-watch timed
over a two metre test length and this is a notoriou~ly unsatisfac
tory method when dealing with waves. Hidy and Plate's photogra
phic technique is much more reliable.
An attempt was made to correlate wave steepness (H/L) to wave
age (e/u) but the results did not agree weil with those obtained
in nature and it is suggested thal this might be due to the reflec-
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tion of the waves from the walls of the flume. This might weil
be so but it is evident thal when compared with the actual sea
state results of Bretschnieder and Sverdrup and Munk, for a given
fetch, the wave height is greater and the wave lengths stightly
smaller in the laboratory flume. There is also the possibility thal
these discrepancies are due to either the small experimental fetch
or to experimental defects.
Values of Jeffrey's sheltering coefficient show a considerable
random scatter but no explanation is offered.
Finally, very good agreement is obtained between the experimen
tally observed mean water slope and the value calculated from
the expression:

Fitzgerald (N. L.) was concerned with a method of arresting evapo
ration from large reservoirs, using mono-molecular film:: of long
chain alcohols spread on the surface. Wind appears to disperse
these films and Fitzgerald undertook a series of experiments to
investigate the problem using a laboratory wind-water channel.
The maximum air velocity was approximately 700 ft/sec. The wind
tunnel cross section was 15 in x 12 in. with a small 6 ft. X 6 ln.
water flume inside. Screéns were used to reduce turbulence
levels bul the design of the inlet of the air to the water surface
may have led to some unusual effects. The velocity profiles were
of the usual turbulent nature but with the maximum only a short
distance (= 2 cms.) above the water surface.
The major aim of the investigation was to determine values of '0

the fluid interface shear stress. This was determined from the
velocity profiles using Suttons relationship for a rough surface.
The results for a wavy surface showed a good correlation but
this may have been coincidence as only three points were plotted.
A curious anomaly was the use of the rough surface relationship
when no waves were present and this is indicated in the non
Iinearity of the shear stress-velocity plot and of the logarilhm
of the height above the mean surface to velocity plot. Further,
no indication is given of the method of determining the equivalent
roughness length zo, which on a rough surface is the most impor
tant parameter.
The value of '0 was also determined from the set-up of the water
surface, (mean surface slope) which provided reasonable agreement
with the previous method and from measurements on film retrac
tion. For this, solid cetyi alchohol was added to the water surface
and from Mansfield's results '0 could be determined. This is of
no direct interest in the generation of sea waves but it is of
interest to note that waves did not appear until the maximum wind
speed attained a value of 20 ft./sec. of approximately 12 mph.
Finally an attempt to correlate set-up with a concentration of
detergent in the water was attempted and it was discovered that
as the concentration increased the set-up decreased.

Hanralty and Engen.

A most unusual wind water tunnel was used, 12 in. wlde but only
lin. high with water films varying in thickness from almost zero
to 0.20 ins. with mean water velocities of 0.01 to 0.30 ft. per sec.
and mean air velocities of 3,8 to 17.8 ft. per sec. This work was
inspired by the need to understand two-phase flow of this type in
chemical-engineering plant such as film coolers and condensers.
The results related the air Reynolds number g)!J' the water Rey
nolds number gh and the film thickness d. Air ve!ocity profiles
were plotted, the air-water boundary shear '0 calculated and
measured wave velocities compared with the hydrodynamic wave
velocity expression.
The major phases of any one experiment as the air velocity was
increased can be related to the water su rface appearance, i.e.
smooth, two dimensional waves (1,000 < g).,q < 5,000), squall waves
(4,000 < g).,q < 10,000) which formed a 'pebbled' surface, roll waves
(10,000 < !'R!! < 24,000) which travelled at much higher velocities
than the squall waves and finally al g)q = 39,300 dispersion of the
surfaces inlo water droplets (blown spray) began.
One important conclusion was that the onset of two-dimensional
waves could not be directly correlated with the air transition from
laminar to turbulent flow.
The air velocity profiles could be represented by logarithmic plots
with straight Iines parallel to the smooth wall plot and to each
other for the various surface conditions with a very marked diffe
rence in ordinate height (u) for a given value of log. y (where y
is the verlical distance above the water surface) at the transition
from two-dimensional squall waves. It is evident therefore that the
wave shape exerls a considerable influence on the shape of the
air velocity profile and thus on the transfer of energy from the
wind to the water.
The wind speed needed to generate the two dimensional waves
corresponded to a value of ffi g = 1,000 or to a maximum air velo
city of approximately 4 ft. per sec. or 3 mph.
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Lilleheht and Hanratty.

The previous experiments were extended using a light absorption
technique for the measurement of depths to a high degree of
accuracy. Passing the resulting signal through an ultra-Iow fre
quency band-pass filter, a spectral analysis of the results could
then be made direcUy.
lt was observed that smoothing the entry conditions for air and
water flow increased the air velocity needed to initiate waves.
This tends to substantiate the writers' opinion that the onset of waves
in a laboratory flume depends to a large extent upon the turbulence
level of the air which is affected by the entry conditions. Keu
legan, using a low turbulence level tunnel, did not observe wave
formation at air velocities less than 6 mph.
Designating the l'ms value of the f1uctuating component of the
wave height by .0. (h') these values showed a very rapid increase
from 0.001 to 0011 ins. as cRy increased to 1,700 followed by a
much less rapid decrease until roll waves were observed at
cRo = 104 . The maximum wave height was observed to approximate
to' the mean film thickness.
Amplitude frequency spectra at low frequencies indicated that the
spectral density depended on the water depth but the spectrum
is largely independent of depth at higher frequencies. A two
dimensional wave spectrum paralleled but definitely diverged from
the squall type wave spectrum at higher frequencies. Finally, a
comparison of measured results with the Gaussian model were
most satisfactory.
As a further extension to this work (Hanratty and Cohen) the
Iiquid viscosity was varied from 2 to 27 lbs. pel' ft.hr. using
glycerine-water solutions. The results are compared with the
theoretical predictions of Miles and Benjamin extending Miles' two
dimens;onal results to three dimensions using Squires transforma
tion. This is a most interesting paper, the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation being derived in a slightly different manner to that adopt
ed by Miles. However Miles solutions are used to evaluate the
wave growth factor. It is also a disappointing paper in that the
experimental results are not published and Hershman's thesis would
have to be consulted to corroborate many of the statements in the
paper. Further, in the introduction it is asserted that Phillips
resonant mechanism cannot be responsible for the wave generation
yet in the penultimate paragraph of the paper this statement is
qualified cons'derably. However, there is no doubt that this is a
valuable contribution and the comparison between theory and
experiment for the wave lengths and wave velocities at the incep
tion of wave formation is reasonable though nol as good as claim
ed by the authors.
Yet two more papers by Hanratty et al. have been published, the
first dealing with experiments investigating the effects of the water
surface roughness on the waves and the last being, in general, a
recapitulation of the previous work.

Hidy and Plate.

Just as Hanratty et al. have produced the first definitive attempt
to correlate theory and experiment using very thin films so Hidy and
Plate were among the first to pursue systematic laboratory experi
ments at moderate depths (2-10 cms) to determine energy-frequency
spectra. The wind-water tunnel used was 12 m long x 061 m
x 0.76 m high. Air is sucked over the water surface from a care
fully constructed inlet. The maximum air velocity was 18 m. pel'
sec. or approximately 40 mph.
From their digitised results they obtain an autocorrelation function
and they relate the Fourier transform of this 'f' (1) to the variance
(J"2 of the surface and the potential energy E, i.e.,

E 0: (J"2 =~l ~f' (1) df

where f refers to frequency. Apparently 'f' increased for a parti
culaI' frequency f, with wind speed and w;th fetch to a maximum
and then reached an equilibrium value. When plotling 'f' against
f there is a rapid increase to a maximum and then a similar rap'd
fall in value on a line which can be approximated to by f-5 a result
predicted by Phillips who postulated that this should be related to
the formation of white-caps. However this equilibrium distribution
can occur for quite small wind velocities and fetches. There is
some indication that for capillary waves the equilibrium range
follows a different rule but no quantitative results were obtained
that might substantiate Hicks prediction of an f-7/i) equilibrium
range.
Finally, a non-dimensional spectra was produced, i.e.:

f1ll'I>!(J"2 = 1\' (lif",)

were fm refers to the frequency for a maximum value of ,r, and
their results show Iittle scatter from the one curve, excepting the
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possibility of a secondary branch for capillary waves. This work
has since been amplified with the following refinements and
additions.
Careful velocity measurements indicated that the isovel pattern at
any section has two characteristic symmetrical lobes situated ap
proximately one quarter of the channel width from each wall. The
vertical velocity profile at these points is therefore different from
the centre-Iine profile. The centre line velocity profiles were used
in the ensuing calculations and this may account for some of the
discrepancies since it would appear that some average profile
should be considered. Further, the three dimensional effects
evident from an inspection of the wave-water surface may be due
to this three-dimensional air velocity profile. Hidy and Plate do
not note that these three-dimensional effects are present but their
photographic record would appear to show this phenomenum.
The vertical velocity profiles are very weil formed, showing very
clearly the growth of the boundary layer with fetch and it is evident
that the entry conditions must have been carefully contrived.
The surface shear stress was determined from the surface 'set-up'
and from a consideration of the boundary-Iayer characteristics, the
results agreeing weil with those obtained by Keulegan and Fitz
gerald.
Visual impressions of the water surface are similar to those report
ed by other workers including the apparent presence of the 'beat'
phenomenon. It is interesting to note the use of this term in
modern music-however inadvertent).
The growth of waves in height and length with fetch is clearly
noted and this appears to approach a Iinear relationship.
The phase speeds of the waves when corrected for drift velocities
and elevation show a similarity to but a systematic deviation from
the classical small-wave velocity expression.
The authors are to be congratulated on the completion of the
most definitive and comprehensive experimental programme to date.
The measurement techniques are so carefully contrived that the
results are beyond dispute except where (as the writers note) it is
difficult to assess the 'set-up' with the desired accuracy. The work
needs repetition to investigate the effect of depth using water
depths at least twice those already employed and to investigate
the effect of the three-dimensional form of the air profile. These
experiments could also be used as the starting point for an inves
tigation of the effects of non-Iinear interactions.

Sandover and Holmes.

The experiment programme of the authors of this review was
similar in essence to that of Hidy and Plate and ostensibly to
compare the work of Miles, Phillips and Benjamin with two-dimen
sion al experiments. Qualitative agreement was obtained but quan
titative results have yet to be achieved.
A 21 in. by 12 in. tunnel was used, the wind being sucl<ed over a
nominal water depth of 5 in. with a maximum velocity of 60 ft. pel'
sec. Due to space limitations, the air inlet conditions were not
satisfactory resulting in distorted air-velocity profiles but the pro
files were of the general form reported by other workers. The
general shape approached a linear logarithmic relationship at low
speeds and at positions well-away from the water surface but near
to the surface this relationship is not evidenl.
The original thesis (Holmes 1963) contains an excellent survey of
the theoretical works of Miles, Phillips and Benjamin with a
description of Lighthill's Interpretation of Miles theory. This is
followed by a brief description of existing experimental studies.
Several experimental precautions not mentioned by other workers
were employed. A d'scriminatory wave recorder indicated the
existence of a long period water-surge of considerable magnitude
when the blower started-up and it was noted that at moderate air
velocities the time needed fol' this surge to reduce to insignificant
proportions was at least half an hour. One hour was allowed
therefore for experimental equilibrium to be attained.
Preliminary experiments on reflected wave amplitudes showed that
the dissipative beach had to be constructed with great care to
eliminate this effecl.
The time required for any one set of air velocity experiments was
considerable and preliminary tests were l'un to check on the sta
bility of the air flow. Further, in warm weather the change in
water level was not inconsiderable in the course of a day but this
change had no appreciable effect on the results.
Depths were measured using a capacitance depth gauge (Sandover
1957) and the results obtained were fi l'st digitised manually (a most
laborious process) and then a Fourier analys's used to determine
wave spectra. A disadvantage of this method is that the frequency
scale is not explicit and only represented as harmonic intervals.
A considerable number of spectra were determined ail exhibiting
similar characteristics to each other and to those obtained by Hidy
and Plate including the probability of the existence of a second
but small peak as predicted in the theoretical analysis of Tick.



The writers continue by determining the experimental amplitude
growth range of various wave numbers in three separate experi
ments. Then from Miles theoretical expression for the amplitude
spectrum, with some restrictive assumptions, the theoretical wave
growth is computed for various wave numbers and compared first
with linear growth rates which appears to be a useful approxima
tions for small wave numbers. However the comparison between
experiment and theory shows very little correlation. The general
pattern is similar but this result needs much more work since the
experimental values cannot be expected to be of more than mode
rate accuracy due to the digitising techniques employed and the
theory is based on some extreme simplifications. However this is
the only known attempt to pursue this comparison and some inte
resting results are evident. The higher wave numbers ail exhibit
a growth to approximately an equal value of 'P (k) at a fetch of
approximately 20 ft. with a rapid reduction in height. This would
appear to imply the existence of non-linear effects with the transfer
of energy from the higher waves numbers.
Il is hoped that this work will be published in greater detail in
the near future.
Finally, an extremely interesting study is in progress at Stanford
Un iversity (Hsu, Perry and Street *) where an attempt is being made
to extend the experimental studies of other workers and to obtain
a more closely controlled comparison with theory.
First, an actual model of the theory postulated by Miles in his
linear analysis has been constructed using a moving wavy boundary
to represent the sea-surface and allowing water to flow in the same
direction to represent the air flow. Early, and as yet unconfirmed
impressions, are that the analysis provides a good description of
the physical happenings including the existence of a critical layer
and of the vortex motion described by Lighthil!.
ln the subsequent two-dimensional tests (in a 6 ft. X 3 ft. wind-water
tunnel) of air flowing over waves the actual model will be compar
ed with that predicted by Miles. It is also hoped that studies of
a much more complete nature than those already described in this
paper will soon be completed and that many of the apparent
anomalies mentioned will be resolved. This is the most thorough
and rigorous experimental analysis yet attempted.
These experiments can be subdivided under a number of headings
but the two most important approaches are those where (a) an
attempt is made to determine the applicability of the mathematical
models of Miles, Phillips and Benjamin to laboratory waves and
sea states and (b) where laboratory spectra are determined and
compared with ocean spectra. If there is a correlation the pro
perties of model waves can be determined more correctly where
the similarity of the wave properties is of importance.
It eannot be said that a definitive statement has yet been made
under either heading and there are also many individual points
that need careful clarification su ch as, the relationship between the
air velocity for wave initiation and entry conditions, the need for a
well-regulated entry to reduce distortion in the air-velocity profiles
and a careful examination of the properties of the air-velocity pro
files for different wave surfaces. Many more experiments in dif
ferent channels are needed to compare the frequency spectra and
these in turn need comparison with carefully controlled measure
ments of ocean-spectra under varying conditions of fetch, depth,
mean wind speed and direction. Then, the non-linear theories need
verification and again the approach to this wou!d appear to be
through an examination of the spectra.

9. BOOKS

There are three volumes that deserve individual mention, Ocean
Wave Spectra, Oceanographie Engineering and Wind Waves.
A. The fi l'st, the proceedings of a conference arranged by the
National Academy of Sciences in 1961 is mainly concerned with
the theoretical aspects of and methods of measuring various types
of ocean wave spectra. The early papers deal, in th8 main, with
semi-theoretical spectra which are based on actual sea-states and
are used in wave-forecasting. These differ one from the other
and Walden makes an interesting series of comparisons between
these and actual measured spectra.
One of the most important papers is that due to Longuet-Higgins,
Cartwright and Smith concerning the directional spectrum of actual
sea states using the floating buoy technique developed at the
National Institute of Oceanography. Using accelerometers, wave
amplitudes and slopes could be calculated and hence the fi l'st five
Fourier coefficients of the angular distribution of energy and from
this a weighted average of the directional spectrum.
The buoy is 5.5 ft. dia and contains an accelerometer (integrating
the output twice provides amplitude measurements) and pitch and

* Personal communication.
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roll gyros. This information and barometric pressure are recorded
on paper in analogue form and five of these records were digitised,
the cd-spectra and quadrature spectra being calculated. A check
was made for non-linear effects which were smal!.
When the sea state could be related almost entirely to the existing
wind the frequency spectra closely approached the equiiibrium
range of 1-5 predicted by Phillips.
For a considerable range of wave numbers, the direction spectrum
was determined and these results were closely related to the direc
tion of the prevailing winds blowing at the time of the observations.
Another very interesting observation was that the atmospheric
pressure variation followed the pattern of the surface profile very
closely-a result similar to that obtained by Larras & Claria on
fixed profiles in a wind tunnel.
The theories of Miles and Phillips are recapitulated and it is
demonstrated that the wave growth is substantially as predicted by
Phillips in the very early stages due to the turbulent pressure
fluctuations in the air but the latter stage growth is mainly due to
shear flow instability. It is also demonstrated that Phillips predict
ed values of the atmospheric pressure fluctuations are too large
by at least an order of magnitude. Further the authors indicate
that a considerable proportion of these fluctuations is due to the
air flow over the wave surface.
The discussion following this paper is also worth consideration.
Other papers that deserve close attention are those due to Phillips
(page 171) Hasselmann (page 191) and Wiegel (page 309). Of
these, Hasselmann's work has already been noted and Wiegel's
book (published at a later date) has yet to be considered. This
leaves Phillips work on 'the Dynamics of Random Finite Amplitude
Gravity-waves'. He obtains the equilibrium result for the frequency
spectra already mentioned that

1i' ((1)) = Bg2(1)-5

where B is a constant, g refers to gravitational acceleration and (1)
to frequency as (1) becomes large. This result should be largely
independent of fetch and wind speed and experimental results
exhibit reasonably good agreement with this supposition. The next
section is largely a recapitulation of the 1961 paper where Phillips
demonstrates the second order interactions do not produce large
secondary wave components and these are bounded in magnitude.
On the other hand the third order interactions produce a profound
effect and under certain conditions the growth of the secondary
components is limited only at the maximum size of the primary
waves. The interactions are indicated graphically on Phillip's
'resonance loop' and he also comments on the effect of these
interactions on the wave spectrum.

B. 'Oceanographie Engineering' by Wiege!.

This is an excellent introduction to the subject with the opening
section devoted to statistical studies of wave heights and lengths
or periods. There appears to be a dual use of the word spectrum
in this chapter implying on the one hand a range of values and
alternatively when referring to the wave spectrum i.e. distribution
of total wave energy over the wave frequency band present. The
differences and similarities between the statistical results obtained
when using surface telemetry and sea-bed pressure records (to
obtain the wave profiles) are discussed in detail and the experi
mental results of ail the published works are quoted in some detai!.
There is no doubt that this is the most comprehensive compilation
of experimental work and includes a brief survey of the experi
mental work of Burling and others, computing the wave spectrum
'P (G) where cr is the circulaI' wave frequency. This is followed by a
careful study of the experimental relationships between wave
length, wave height, fetch, wind velocity etc. It cannot be stated
that any clear cut relationships emerge but there are distinct
tendencies and it would appear that if (Utopia indeed) each pair of
variables could be studied with the others relatively constant much
more reliable and systematic information could be obtained.
Then Wiegel, embarks on a most interesting summary of the then
existing knowledge of wave generation. His remarks on the need
for more detailed work on the wind pressure structure in actual
sea states are most pertinent. The full mechanism of initial wave
formation will remain in doubt until this point is cleared up. Miles
theories are given some attention and earlier work, also considered
by Ursell, is recapitulated. Some experimental data, hitherto al
most unnoticed is also presented.
Finally in two short sections, the author makes brief notes on the
differences between shallow and deep water, wind generated waves
and discusses with reference to Arthur's work the spread of waves
relative to the direction of the wind.
This is a remarkably good introduction to the subject of wind
waves but does nof include any information on secondary inter
actions or the more detailed theoretical aspects. The remainder
of the book is of the same order of excellence and should form the
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basic standard of reference work of those interested in Oceano
graphie Engineering.

C. 'Wind Waves' by Blair Kinsman.

It is not easy to determine whether the reader is more impressed
by the author's ebullient and irreverent attitude to the sanctity of
science or his undoubted academic ability. Undoubtedly the pre
sentation will cause eyebrows to be raised but it is a refreshing
change to read this eminently readable treatise.
The first half of the book is devoted to a recapitulation of Wave
theory both of infinitesimal and finite waves, including the superpo
sition of sinusoidal waves.
He next devotes considerable space, in view of its historie impor
tance, to the forecasting work of Sverdrup & Munk. Following this
is one of the best introductions to the theory of random processes
applied to sea surfaces, leading in turn to the theories of Pierson
and Neumann on wave forecasting.
An excellent subsequent section deals with the numerical deter
mination of spectra from experimental data. It has been extremely
difficult for the non-electrical engineer to find an exposition of
these methods which are now supplied by Kinsman. Alter this, the
limitations of the irrotational theory are discussed from a conside
ration of the effects of vorticity and viscosity on the wave motion
followed by a recapitulation of the classic theories of the energy
content of wave forms.
It is the final quarter of the book that is of direct interest in the
context of this paper and Kinsman makes a detailed study of the
various theoretical approaches already mentioned. He makes one
serious criticism of these theories in that logarithmic air-velocity
profiles are assumed which is not in accordance with his own
experimentally determined profiles on actual sea states.
Finally Kinsman includes a most valuable and comprehensive sum
mary of the non-linear interaction theories which have already been
discussed.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the problem of wave generation by wind has not been
completely solved the major theoretical and experimental contri
butions have been made since 1956 beginning with Ursell's review.
On the theoretical si de, the major linear theory contributions are
due to Phillips and Miles. Phillips assumed that no coupling exist
ed between the wind and the waves but extended Longuet-Higgins
approach using spectral analysis techniques. Miles used a cou pied
system but ignored v'scosity and turbulence and then later combin
ed the best of his own and Phillips theories. He introduced the
concept of the 'critical layer' and demonstrated that the phase
shift across this layer promoted an energy transfer due to a Rey
nolds type stress from air to water.
Experimentally these theories were vindicated in some measure
by the oceanographie measurements of Longuet-Higgins and the
laboratory studies of Hanratty et al., Hidy & Plate, Sandover and
Holmes. However further, non-linear studies have indicated that
wave-wave interactions may weil produce results not indicated by
the s'mpler theories.
Evidently more rigorous mathematical models are needed but the
very rigour may make them unmanageable. Further laboratory and
oceanographic measurements are needed both on wave profiles
and on the turbulent structure and velocity profiles of an air
stream flowing over a smooth, an undulating and a changing water
surface.
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